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Abstract. Syntax in Turkish, which is a combination of languages, has significant
differences with the syntax in the Molière language (French language), which is
considered an analytic language. In fact, the Turkish language uses a combination of
morphemes in a single word to express linguistic roles, while French language uses
propositions for this purpose, which causes a lot of problems for Turkish learners of
French language. In this paper, we try to examine the mistakes of studied subjects
including 270 Turkish-language learners who made 20 French sentences based on
Turkish sentences. In fact, the subjects were randomly selected from the A1 to B2 level
students of Chitsazan language center and French language and literature students of
undergraduate and master at University of Tabriz. Our analysis shows that most
mistakes regarding the position of pronouns deal with direct and indirect object. Also,
there are some problems related to the articles, the rule of merger, the adjectives, the
imperative, and the negative and question form.

Key Words: Turkish language Syntax; learning Process of French-language; the
position of pronouns, articles, the adjectives, the imperative, the negative and question
form.
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Introduction
When learning a foreign language, the contact of the native language learner with this
foreign language sometimes leads to the transfer of language habits of the source
language in the teaching/ learning process, including syntactic interactions. In fact,
syntax plays a significant role in the process by monitoring the arrangement and
position of the vocabularies in the sentence. Fries and Lado believe that the similarities
between mother tongue and foreign language reduce the mistakes of learners, while the
differences between these two increase the learning mistakes greatly. However, it
should also be noted that this does not include all cases. Therefore, it seems that a
French-language learner has difficulty dealing with a lot of syntactic problems, since
Turkish and French languages have significant differences in terms of word order. In
other words, the Turkish language is one of the combined languages, in which takes
several morphemes in a single word to provide linguistic roles, but French is an
analytical language using independent words (propositions) to express these roles, and
vocabularies in the sentences of this language are relatively independent of each other.
Thus, the importance of assessing the influence of the Turkish language syntax is
highlighted among Turkish learners of French. To this end, we attempt to determine the
extent of its impact within the framework of this research based on our analytical study.
It should be noted that while studying and analysing the errors and mistakes in the text
body, our efforts is based more on the diagnostic or descriptive view of contrastive
analysis.
Texture body of this research consists of 20 sentences made by French language
learners. These subjects are from Tabriz city located in the East Azerbaijan province.
Although Persian is considered as the official language of the country, the Turkish
language is still considered the main language of people in Tabriz. In fact, the language
of Tabriz is Azeri Turkish, a main subdivision of Turkish language. In this study, the
studied subjects were asked to translate 20 Turkish sentences in French. These 20
sentences are presented in writing form in both the Latin and Arabic alphabets, and the
translation of these sentences are in Persian, and also the Turkish phonetic writing (IPA)
has been added to it, since most Turkish speakers of Iran do not have the ability to write
and read their mother language as they should. But few of the Turkish speakers in the
city who are fluent in their language are those who have learned this language by selfstudying Arabic or Latin writing. In other words, the Azeri Turkish is limited to verbal
speech, which causes the effect of other language factors and even the interference of
other dominant languages in the process of learning French language. It should also be
noted that in the analysis of this research, the International Phonetic Writing (IPA) of
the Standard Azeri Turkish Language has also been included. In particular, it should be
noted that the studied subjects were randomly selected from the bachelor and master
students of French language and literature at the University of Tabriz and among the
students of Chitsazan language center from A1 to B2 levels. The total number of
subjects is 270, which includes both genders. They perform this assignment within an
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hour, and at the same time, a lecturer helps the learners to pronounce and provide
equivalent French vocabulary to focus only on the word order and making sentence.
Analysis
In this research, the criteria for the correction and review of translations is made on the
basis of their correspondence with the standard French language. Therefore, this test is
not based on communicating and transmitting a language message that ignores
structural and grammatical errors.
1. O kitabdan istifadə edir. (written)
ɔ

kɪtɑb

dɑn

ɪstɪfɑdæ

il

livre

de

usage

edɪr (Standard Azeri Turkish)
fait

[ɔ kɪtɑbdɑn ɪstɪfɑdæ elɪr] (Turkish accent)
= Il se sert du livre. (He uses the book.)
Or
= Il fait usage du livre. (He uses the book.)
What is said in the first sentence should be acknowledged that the studied subjects have
a particular tendency to use the verb "utiliser" in comparison to other alternative
expressions and verbs. It should be noted that the standard French written language
recommends that the verb "se servir" be used more in the case of first sentence. Other
surveys lead us to several other important points, the first one relates to the wrong use
of the proposition "de". In fact, when using the verb "utiliser", learners have also added
the proposition "de" to it, which has been influenced by their mother tongue, because
the verb "use" in Turkish is supplemented with a proposition while this is not acceptable
in French.
Another issue that attracts our attention is that 85.71% of A1 language learners, while
using the verb "se servir" in their sentence structure, have neglected the article of "livre"
as well as the rule of merger. In fact, the Turkish language lacks the article and the rule
of merger.
2. O İranlı qızın qalada olduğunu bilirdi.
ɔ ɪrɑnlɯ

gɯz

il iranien
sing.

fille

ɯn

gɑlɑd

ɑ ɔlduɣunu

aff. génit. château à

présence

[ɔ ɪrɑnne gɯzɯn gælædæ ɔlduɣune bylyrde]

bɪl

ɪrdɪ

Ø

savoir (rad.) aff. imp. 3 e pers.
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= Il savait que la fille iranienne était dans le château. (He knows that the Iranian girl is
inside the castle.)
In the second sentence, the adjective of nationality is mistakenly preceded the noun by
the learners, which it results from the order of words in the Turkish language (A1-A2:
57/14%, B1-B2: 12/5%, Bachelor & Master: 0%). But the other problem encountered
by Turkish students is the clear effect of Persian language. In fact, learners of the
elementary levels have added the proposition "de" between the word "fille" and the
"Iranienne", which is directly related to the Persian language. It should also be noted
that Persian as the official language of the country not only affected the vocabularies of
Turkish language, but also changed the language to a certain extent in the structure and
arrangement of words.
3. Ona baxma !
ɔn

ɑ

le

à

bɑx

mɑ

regarder (rad.)

nég.

Ø
2 e pers. sing. (impér.)

[ɔnɑ bɑxmɑ] (pas de différence)
= Ne le regarde pas ! (Do not look at that!)
Since the verb “look at” is used with a proposition in Turkish language, 71.42% of A1B2 students mistakenly used indirect object pronoun instead of direct one, as a result,
they also used its order wrongly. On the other hand, the Turkish grammar uses the same
pronoun for reflective, direct or indirect object pronouns that are distinguished only by
specific prefixes. Therefore, this has caused 57.28% of the A1 levels to encounter
problems in making their sentences. Even if we assume that the verb "regarder" is used
with the proposition "à", a number of learners also put the pronoun "il" after "à"!
4. Onu ona ver !
ɔn

u

ɔn

ɑ

le

aff. accus.

le

à

ver
donner (rad.)

Ø
2 e pers. sing. (impér.)

[ɔne ɔnɑ ver]
= Donne-le-lui ! (Give that to him!)
In this part, the significant problem that can be seen is the lack of attention of learners
toward the elimination of "s" from the end of the second person singular verb in French
sentences, and 12.5% of the A1-A2 levels have forgotten to change the place of
pronouns in sentences, and they have brought them before verb, which is strange in the
French language, and it probably results from the effect of learners’ native language.
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5. Öz kitabınızı mənə verin !
œz
morph. emph. (poss.)

kɪtɑb

ɯnɯz

livre

votre

ɯ
aff. accus.

mæn

æ

verɪn

je

à

donnez

[œz kɪtɑbɯze mænæ verɪn]
= Donnez-moi votre propre livre ! (Give me your own book.)
In this sentence, the only thing that has attracted our attention is again the place of
pronouns. Indeed, in Turkish-language sentences, the indirect object pronouns preceded
direct object pronouns, and this has led 7% of the beginners to use the pronoun 'me'
before the verb "donner ", and such order of words is not acceptable in French.
6. Sonra o ağlamağa başladı.
sɔnrɑ

ɔ

ɑɣlɑmɑɣ

ɑ

ensuite

il

pleurer

à

bɑʃlɑ

dɯ

commencer (rad.)

aff. passé

Ø
3 e pers. sing.

[sɔrɑ ɔ ɑɣlɑmɑɣɑ bɑʃlɑde]
= Ensuite, il s’est mis à pleurer. (Then he started to cry.)
The first mistake in making this sentence is ignoring the use of pronoun "à" after "se
mettre" or "commencer", but the second error is associated with the lack of use of
gerund after the pronoun (37/03%). Also, a small number of studied students used the
pronoun "de" instead of pronoun "à" after gerund.
7. Kim gəldi?
kɪm
qui

ɟæl
venir (rad.)

dɪ
aff. passé

Ø
3e pers. sing.

[kɪm ɟælde]
= Qui est-ce qui est venu ? (Who came?)
Turkish language has "kim" for two identical phrases of "que est-ce qui" and "qui est-ce
que" in its system, so most elementary-level learners have encountered a problem and
mistakenly used the term "qui est-ce que" in their sentences. In addition, a limited
number has used auxiliary verb "avoir" instead of "être", which is considered wrong in
French. This mistake can be derived from the lack of auxiliary verbs in Turkish
language, while The French language uses auxiliary verbs to express some of action
tenses.
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8. Ondan xahiş edirəm ki, çox danışmasın.
ɔn dɑn

xɑhɪʃ

le
de
(impér.)

demande

edɪræm
fais

kɪ,

tʃɔx

dɑnɯʃ

pro. rel.

beaucoup

mɑ

parler (rad.) nég.

sɯn
3 e pers. sing.

[ɔnnɑn xɑhɪʃ elɪræm ke, tʃɔx dɑnɯmɑsɯn]
= Je le prie de ne pas beaucoup parler. (I request him not to speak too much.)
Four possible mistakes can be made in translating this statement. At the beginning,
40.74% of the learners have forgotten to use the propositions of verbs "prier" or
"demander". 6.25% of the studied subjects of intermediate levels made mistake in
realizing the correct position of "ne pas" in the sentence. Also, most Turkish speakers
have incorrectly added "beaucoup" at the end of the sentence. And finally, 14.28% of
the beginners apply the term "de lui" at the beginning of the sentence, which could
indicate the effect of the word order in their native language.
9. Sən bu axşam neçə cümlə yazmısan?
sæn

bu

tu
ce
sing.

ɑxʃɑm
soir

netʃæ

dʒymlæ

combien

phrase

jɑz
écrire (rad.)

mɯ
aff. passé comp.

sɑn
2e pers.

[sæn bu ɑxʃɑm netʃæ dʒymlæ jɑzmɯsɑn]
= Combien de phrases est-ce que tu as écrites ce soir? (How many sentences have you
written this evening?)
In Turkish language, there is no difference between "quelque" and "combien", or in
other words, it uses the same term "neçə" as the equivalent for these two French words,
which has led 51.18% learners to use "quelque" mistakenly. 37.03% of the studied
subjects not only did not add "de" after "combien", but also did not add the sign "s" to
the word "phrase". It should also be noted that most of the students did not pay attention
to the gender and quantitative meaning of the nouns in questioned sentences of the
French language.
10. Gülə-gülə gəlirdi.
ɟylæ-ɟylæ
riant

ɟæl
venir (rad.)

ɪrdɪ
aff. imp.

Ø
3 e pers. sing.

[ɟylæ ɟylæ ɟælɪrde]
= En riant, il venait. (He came while he was laughing.)
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In this statement, it is seen that the use of subject adjective for learners has not caused
problems. On the one hand, since the adjective in Turkish is usually placed at the
beginning of sentence, this makes the transfer from mother tongue to a foreign language
positive and, on the other hand, the subject adjective in the French language does not
have special position and can be placed at the beginning or the end of sentence.
11. Bütün bunlar nəyə lazımdır ?
bytyn

bunlɑr

næjæ

lɑzɯm

dɯr

tout

ceux-ci

pourquoi

nécessaire

est

[bytyn bulɑr næjæ lɑzɪmde]
= Tout cela sert à quoi ?/à quoi ça sert ? (What is the use of all of them?)
In this sentence, most studied students also made mistake in distinguishing the correct
position of vocabularies of sentence; some of them have used the phrase "c'est
pourquoi?" Or they have translated word-for-word from Turkish, some of them have
used the verb "se servir" instead of the verb "servir" that this error could originate from
their native language, because in Turkish, the two verbs "se servir" and "servir" have the
same semantic meaning.
12. Nə üçün onu mənə demədin ?
næ

ytʃyn ɔn

quoi pour
sing.

le

u
aff. accus.

mæn
je

æ
à

de
dire (rad.)

mæ
nég.

dɪ
aff. passé

n
2 e pers.

[næjæ ɔne mænæ demædɪn]
= Pourquoi ne me l’as-tu pas dit ? (Why you did not tell me that?)
Most learners have preferred to consider the tune of question in translating their
sentence, while the standard French recommends the displacement of the subject and
the verb in this case, and even the use of the expression "est-ce que" seems less likely to
be used in questioned sentences; 11.11% of Turkish learners did not correctly identify
the vocabularies position, and made mistakes in proper arrangement of pronouns and
even the negative adverb of "ne". It should also be noted that some beginners have
difficulty in recognizing the correct position of "pas".
13. Mən nə bədbəxtəm!
mæn

næ

bædbæxt

æm

je

que

malheureux

suis
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[mæn næ bædbæxtæm] (pas de différence)
= Comme je suis malheureux ! (How I am miserable!)
The effect of the source language on the construction of sentence 13 is also well visible.
In fact, the Turkish language uses a single word for all French expressions "comment",
"quel", "comme" and "que", which leads to a serious problem for the studied subjects
(especially beginners and intermediates), and 29.62% of them even used the French
phrase "combien" rather than exclamation phrase of "comme" or "que" to convey the
surprise sense to their sentences, which would certainly not be correct.
14. Bu nə bədbəxtlikdir !
bu

næ

bædbæxtlɪk

dɪr

ce

que

malheur

est

[bu næ bædbæxtʃɯlɯxde]
= Quel malheur ! (What a misery is this!)
In this sentence, more beginners and intermediate learners have not only repeated the
mistakes made in the previous sentence, but also added "est" to "Quel malheur!" due to
the effect of their native language, which is not grammatically acceptable in French
(*Quel malheur est!).
15. Hansı kitabı axtarır?
hɑnsɯ

kɪtɑb

quel

livre

ɯ

ɑxtɑr

aff. accus.

chercher (rad.)

ɯr
aff. prés.

Ø
3e pers. sing.

[hɑnse kɪtɑbe ɑxtɑrɯr]
= Quel livre cherche-t-il? (Which book is he searching for?)
The only significant problem found amongst the beginners and intermediates is that
29.62% of Turkish studied students in this study have not been willing to use the
interrogative phrase "est-ce que" or the displacement of the verb and subject once again.
16. Heç kəs yox idi .
hetʃ
aucun

kæs

jɔx

personne

ɪdɪ
non

était

[heʃ kæs jɔx ɪde]
= Il n’y avait personne. (Nobody was there.)
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In this sentence, 25.92% of the learners have forgotten to remove the second part of the
negative phrase of French language. In fact, when the word "personne" appears in a
negative sense in French sentences, the second part of the negative term "pas" should
not be used, and this is also used when the "personne" acts as the subject of sentence
and also has the role of object in the sentence.
17. O artıq danışmaq istəmir.
ɔ

ɑrtɯg

dɑnɯʃmɑg

il

plus

parler

ɪstæ

mɪ

vouloir (rad.

nég.

r

Ø
3 e pers. sing.

aff. prés.

[ɔ ɑrtɯx dɑnɯʃmɑx ɪstæmɪr]
= Il ne veut plus parler. (He does not want to talk anymore.)
The only thing that has been neglected in this sentence is the recognition of correct
position in the French sentence. In fact, some learners have used "plus" before the verb
"vouloir" due to the influence of their mother tongue (14.81%), while others (29.62 %)
have not used it between the two verbs. The French grammar also does not allow the
term "plus" to be used in the negative sense with the second part of the negative term
"pas", which has caused mistakes in most of the elementary and a number of
intermediate levels.
18. Mən sizə öz kitabımı verirəm.
mæn sɪz

æ

je vous à
sing.

œz

kɪtɑb ɯm

ɯ

ver

ɪr

æm

morph. emph. (poss.) livre mon aff. accus. donner (rad.) aff. prés. 1re pers.

[mæn sɪzæ œz kɪtɑbɯme veræm]
= Je « vous » donne « mon propre livre ». (I give my own book to you).
Only 28.57% of the studied beginners used mistakenly the direct object "mon propre
livre" preceding the indirect object "vous", which, according to the position of the
sentence, is not acceptable in grammar of the French language. Also, few learners have
forgotten to add the adjective “propre” before the noun "livre".
19. Mən ona pul verdim.
mæn

ɔn

ɑ

pul

je

le

à

argent

ver
donner (rad.)

[mæn ɔnɑ pul verdɪm] (Pas de différence)

dɪ
aff. passé

m
1 re pers. sing.
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= Je lui ai donné de l’argent. (I gave him some money.)
In the French structure, 74.07% of Turkish learners have forgotten to add the word "de"
before the noun "argent", which shows the effect of learner’s mother tongue, since the
Turkish language does not use propositions to express indeterminate quantities. Using
the direct object pronoun "l" instead of the indirect object pronoun "lui" in the
translation of the above sentence is another mistake made by 18.51% of the beginners,
which is explained in the third sentence.
20. Ondan mənə ver!
ɔn

dɑn

mæn

æ

ça

de

je

à

ver
donner (rad.)

Ø
2 e pers. sing. (impér.)

[ɔnnɑn mænæ ver]
= Donne-m’en ! (give me some of it!)
In 25.92% of the translations, the pronoun "en" preceded the pronoun "m" under the
influence of the Turkish language. However, according to the grammar of the French
language, the pronoun "m" must precede the pronoun "en" in the arrangement of words.
The majority of the beginners has neglected the" s "of verb in the French sentences. It
should also be noted that a small number of this level has also added the word "de"
between the verb "donner" and the pronoun "en", which is influenced by the Turkish as
well as the Persian languages.
Conclusion
As a conclusion, it can be said that the structural difference between the Turkish and
French languages has led a fairly significant number of French language learners to
display the effect of their mother tongue in the learning process. Turkish language is
among combined languages, while French is classified into analytical languages. In fact,
Turkish grammar offers several morphemes (grammar or words) in the form of a single
word for expressing different linguistic roles, but in French, the independent words do
this task. Therefore, this has made it difficult for learners to make good progress.
The study of sentences made by French language learners shows that these subjects,
influenced by their mother tongue, often made mistakes in determining the correct
position of the pronouns, adjectives, and direct and indirect object. It should also be
noted that they had more problems in making negative sentences and questions. In
addition, since the Turkish language lacks specific vocabulary for the definite and
indefinite articles, learners have sometimes forgotten the use of them. On the other
hand, other problems that students have encountered in this research are related to the
lack of use of the appropriate phrasal verbs and the rules for matching the number and
gender of adjectives that the Turkish language is alien to. Finally, it should be
acknowledged that while the influence of the Turkish language is indisputable in the
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process of learning, the other area that attracted our attention during this research was
the effect of the Turkish multilingual language in their learning process, which will be
important to study it carefully.
Note
The following graph shows the coefficient of French linguistic elements that the studied students,
influenced by their mother tongue, have not been able to receive them as it should and possibly
be.
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